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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
In the field df geometrical optics,- the problem of 
forming images of point source objects with thin lenses has 
been solved long ago. A point source is a particular case 
of a zero emittance beam. A zero emittance beam is defined 
to be a beam with zero area in the x-x* space. x is a space 
axis normal to the direction of propagation (z) of the beam, 
and X *  = ^  is the divergence of the beam in the x-Z 
plane. Emittance, € , is defined to be ^  where A is the 
area of the beam in the two dimensional x-x * space. A beam 
from a point source is a zero emittance beam with zero 
width in the space. A parallel beam is another zero emit­
tance beam since x* = 0. Both of these cases have been 
treated in geometrical optics.
The case of non-zero emittance beams has been neglected 
until recently. This problem arose in connection with 
charged particle beams and quadrupole magnets. Quadrupoles 
acting on a charged particle beam are analogous to lenses 
acting on a beam of light. A problem of interest is that of 
waist-to-waist transport, since a beam has its minimum 
extent, at a waist. A waist is defined to be the point along 
z where the product of the beam half-width, x^, and the beam
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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diverp;ence, x* = f^) not , is a minimum. See‘‘̂^Tnax
also Figure 1. In a lens where a diverging beam is being 
made to converge, may be small making x^xj^ a minimum and 
the beam m'ay have its maximum extent at a waist. Waist-to- 
waist transport consists of using a waist as an object and 
forming a new waist as an image. Banford,^ and later 
Silbar,^ have solved the problem of waist-to-waist transport 
with one thin lens in a plane formed by the optical axis (z) 
and a space axis (x) normal to z. Lee-Whiting and Bezié^ 
have treated waist-to-waist transport with a thick lens, 
using principal planes.
This paper treats the case of waist-to-waist transport 
with two thin magnetic quadrupole lenses (a doublet). This 
problem is important because at least two lenses are needed 
to form a waist in two planes, that is, in the x-z and y-z 
planes. Some questions that are answered are :
1. What focal lengths are needed to produce a 
waist at a desired location?
2. What is the ratio of the final beam half­
width to the initial.half-width (magnifi­
cation)?
^ A . F. Hanford, The Transport of Charged Particle Beams 
(E. and F. N . Soon Limited, London, 1966 ) ^
r . Silbar, Beam ElliPse Matching: Waist-to-Waist
Transport (unpublished Los Alamos Report ,#LA-DC-11^2yT
. E. Lee-Whiting and N. Bezi6, "Beam Matching with 
Quadrupole Lenses," Nuclear 7nstruments and Methods 71
(1969) 6 1 .
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3. How many different focal lengths will produce 
waists at a given location? Do they have the 
same magnification?
4. A're there limits on possible image distances,
and if so, what are they?
This paper is organized into four main parts. The 
first deals with a phase space and its matrix represen­
tation, the waist-to-waist transformation matrix, quadrupole 
magnets, and also reviews the results for a single thin lens, 
The second part describes the doublet problem. The third 
section is devoted to the problem of the symmetric doublet 
and gives results of numerical calculations. A symmetric 
doublet is a doublet with the focal length of the second 
lens equal to the negative of the focal length of the first 
lens. Finally, in the last part of the paper, the symmetric 
triplet is considered. A symmetric triplet is a triplet 
with the focal length of the first and third lenses equal
to the negative of twice the focal length of the second
lens. Some numerical results are also given for the symmet­
ric triplet.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND
In this section a phase space is defined and the phase 
spare ellipse is discussed. It is then shown how this 
ellipse lends itself to a matrix formalism and’ the beam 
matrix is defined. Then the waist-to-waist transformation 
is derived. Finally quadrupole magnets and the waist-to- 
waist single lens problem are discussed. This section is 
a condensation of work by A. P. Banford, R. R. Silbar,
K. G. Steffen, S. Fenner, G . E. Lee-Whiting and N. Bezic, 
and K. L. Brown,
Phase Space Ell ipse 
A cartesian coordinate system is used and z is chosen 
as the optical axis. A plane containing the z axis, say the 
x-z plane, is utilized. Let x* = The x-x* plane is
called a phase space. This is not the customary definition. 
A phase space is usually defined as a coordinate and veloc­
ity space. But since v = ^  ^  ^  = x * ^ ,  the two
definitions are compatible if ^  is a constant, that is, 
if particles are not accelerated along the z-axis. A point 
( , x^) in the x-x* plane represents the trajectory of a 
particle displaced a distance X| from the central trajectory 
and havinm a divergence from it.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The beam is assumed to have some finite half-width» Xĵ , 
and to consist of particles having a divergence with abso­
lute value from zero to some maximum value» x ^ , for a fixed 
z. '̂ he beam then occupies an area in the x-x* phase space 
bounded by x^ and x^. This area is approximated by an 
ellipse, the ellipse of minimum area circumscribing the 
occupied area. This is the basic assumption in beam trans­
port theory. It is also assumed that the beam is symmetric 
in the x-z plane so that the ellipse will be centered at the 
origin. An equation of an ellipse centered at the origin is
T’ . (1)
Now Liouville* s theorem states that the particle den­
sity in phase space is constant if the particles move in an
external magnetic field or in a general external field of
Aconservative forces. This has the consequence that the 
area of the ellipse is constant, which, together with 
normalization of this area to tt€ , gives a constraint on 
the four ellipse parameters :
(2)
From the definition of emittance, ( is the emittance of the 
beam.
At a waist x^x^ is a minimum. Now ^x^x^ is the area 
of a rectangle surrounding the ellipse. From Figure 1 it 
can be seen that this area is Thus for x^x^ to be a
minimum,/^/* must be a minimum for constant emittance. But
. G, Steffen, High hnergy Beam Optics (Interscience 
Publishers, New York, 19^5) P* 162.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
. i. w... vlon ( 2 \ - 1 s o ^ r  is a minimum when -*•< - 0.
'Phis implies that the beam ellipse is upright at a waist.
Figure 1 
Beam Ellipse
Now Equation (1) could be written ^ ' y ' a^^x^x. = 1 or
1=1 j=i  ̂ ^
aiixf + a^2%^X2 + ayiXgX^ + a^gXg - 1. (3)
This agrees with Equation (l) if xĵ  = x , X2 = x*, â ĵ  =
This suggests a matrix^22^12 = 
formalism. Define
- 1 11
'21
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^ ° k l
O' is called the beam matrix, and is always symmetric.
Comparison of Equation (4) with Figure 1 shows that 
and ^ 2  = x^^. At a waist where the ellipse is upright » 0 
so the matrix is diagonal and can be written
(T = . • (5)
Waist-to-Waist Transformation 
Now consider a transformation to take an initial beam 
matrix, ^ , to some final matrix Define the superscript
T to denote a transpose matrix, defined by 
Equation (3) can be written in matrix notation as
(=<1 X,) K )  ^ . (6)
U 2I 322/ '*2'
If we define x then
x'I(r~^x = 1 , (7 )
For an orthogonal, and therefore non-singular, matrix R,
RR-1 = 1 =r'I‘(rT)-1 , so xTRT(RT)-igr-lR-lRx = 1 and
(x '̂r T) (RcrRT)-l (Rx) a 1. (8)
Define R to be the transformation that changes phase space 
coordinates (x , x! ) at to coordinates (x^, x^) at z^.
Thus if x-̂  "(xtj ^2 " (x^) • then
Rx^ = X2 * (9 )
Let Equation (7) describe the ellipse at position z . Then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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\ , can be written (x 'J’r ^) (R<7'iR’̂ )"^ (Rx^^) = 1 *
ts 1 Equation (9)t
^2^  ̂' (10) 
The equation for the ellipse at is Xg ^^2 ~ 
implies (7̂ ""̂  = ( R CC ) "^ or
C7̂  = RCTTr '̂ . (11)
It is necessary to know what K is needed to transform 
a Kiven matrix (7t into a desired matrix <7̂ . The trans­
formation is made in four steps. First CT^ is diagonalized 
and then converted to a unit matrix. Then it is transformed 
to ano+ her diagonal matrix and finally to the desired 
matrix. this corresponds to taking an initial ellipse, 
rotating it to an upright position, transforming it to a 
unit circle, transforming the circle to a new upright 
ellipse, and finally rotating the new ellipse to its desired 
orientation. However, when the ellipse is a unit circle, it 
can be rotated through an arbitrary angle without being 
changed. This arbitrary rotation also enters the matrix 
formal ism.
A symmetric matrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal 
(^T©. = 1 )  transformation,  ̂ and
where and are diagonal. The diagonal matrices can be
m mtransformed into unit matricesi A^A^A» = 1, A-AiA. = 11 1 1  i 1 . ,rp C Awhere = (A )^’̂ = A^ ", Now a degree of freedom enters
when the matrix is a unit matrix since if ZZ = 1  then 
ZIZ"^ = 1. Combining theso transformations gives
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Then from liquation (11), R = (G^A^'^ZA^G^). All the needed
matrices can be found except Z , which can be written in its
For waist-to-waistmost general form as ( ^ f )'\ -sin e cos©/
transport and 0^ are both 1 since both initial and final 
ellipses are uprig:ht. Then R = A^^^ZA-^.
Let (T.
' '(o" x.^)
and 0•j)’
Then
-1
m 0
0 X. -Ij
and m
m
0
m
..so
R =
N;cos 0 cMsin 0 
^ s i n 0  ^cos 0
y _where c
fication. Equa r i cn (1?) is the waist-to-waist transform.
(12)
X Xz source collimator length and M = = magni-
luadrupole lYagnets i Thin Lens Approximation 
Quadrupole magnets are considered next* Figure 2 shows 
the direction of the force on a charged particle moving
through the magnet
\ /
X = + Charge 
moving into paper
z axis into paper
Quadrupole Magnet
ReprocJucecJ with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproctuction prohibitect without permission.
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piven by the equation P = q(vx¥) where q is the 
c harcie, V is velocity, and B is the magnetic induction. A 
positively charged particle travelling in the +z direction 
in the y-z plane is deflected toward the z-axis, while a 
particle in the x-z plane is deflected away from the z-axis. 
Such a lens is converging in the y-z plane and diverging in 
the x-z plane. Thus a single thin lens cannot form 
coincident waists in the x-z and y-z planes. If the approx­
imation that 4^ and 4^ are small compared to 1 is made, thend z d z
the matrix transformations for charged particles in the lens
/cosh kL ^  sinh kl\
are = / I for the diverging plane
yk sinh kL cosh kL /
(cos kL ^ sin kL jI for the converging plane,-k sin kL cos kL /
where k = Here q is equal to the charge of the 
particle, p is equal to the momentum of the particle, and L 
is the effective length of the magnet, that is, the length 
of an ideal magnet which has no fringe field.^
If a point source is placed at the primary focal point 
of a lens, the beam will emerge from the lens as a parallel 
beam. For a parallel beam incident on a lens, the beam 
will converge tc a point at the secondary focal point.
. Penner, "Calculations of Properties of Magnetic 
Deflection Systems," The Review of Scientific Instruments 
32 (19^1). 150.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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entrance principal 
plane principal plane
Figure 3 
Principal Planes
If the incoming and outgoing rays are extended into the lens 
as shown in Figure 3» the intersections of these rays form a 
plane, called in the first case the entrance or 1st princi- 
oal plane and in the second case the exit or 2nd principal 
plane. The focal length (f) is the distance from the pri­
mary focal point to the entrance principal plane and f* is 
the distance from the secondary focal point to the exit 
principal plane. If the media on both sides of the lens 
are the same then f  = f. The entrance principal plane of 
the lens is located a distance t^ after the magnet entrance 
and the exit principal plane is located a distance t^ 
before the magnet exit. The focal length is denoted by f, 
Fenner ^ has shown that in the converging plane
f = k sin kL  ̂c (13)
'Ibid .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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= "e = % ~ s i n  kV • 
and in the diverging plane
4 = “k sinh kL (15)
and
^i " ■̂ e - ^k°sinh^kL” *
A quadrupole lens is thin if the two principal planes
coincide. This requires both planes to coincide at the
center of the lens. Then t^ = t^ = Equations (l4 ) and
L X 2 2( 13) can be written as power series tj^=tg=^( 1 -^2^ ̂  +.•.)
T 2 2for the converging plane and t^ = t = ^( 1 + ~ k  L + . . . )" j- e 1
^or the diverging plane. Then the thin lens approximation 
is valid if k^L^« 1. Expanding Equations (13) and (15) in
power series gives ^ = k“L(l—^k^L^ + . . .) for the con-
1 ^ 2 1 ? 2 verging plane and = -k L( l+%"k L + . . .) for the
diverging plane. Then for a thin lens f. = -f_ = — y . SoC D  k'̂ L
with thin lenses all the bending can be considered to take 
place at the center of tne lens and the lens can be repre­
sented by a matrix that just changes the trajectory of the 
pai-ticle, = B | ̂ , j , where B equals  ̂ l The
drift space (no lens) transform can be shown to be ^ ^j
where z is + ræ length of the drift. A thin lens system can
Qbe represented by a drift-focus-drift. So the transform
!anford, o_£. cit., c. 39*
p bcnner, op. cit.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a point, a iistanop / from a lens of focal leng'th f to a 
on i n L a distance L beyond the lens is
R =
.0 :)c '.)• (17)
Jr:
A
Fipure 4 
Thin Lens System
3.
8
Equation (17) can be written 
R —
i+ L /L
1 
' F 1 - I
(18)
vVai5 1- to-Wais ̂ Transform for Sinplet 
In order to accomplish waist-to-waist transport with 
one ti'.in Ions, the thin lens transform Equation (17) must 
equal the waist-to-waist transform Equation (12). Equating 
the elements of these matrices gives
cos €' = 1(1 - ^) , (19a)
and
COG ^ = iv;(i - -^), (19b)
. sin e =■“ (/ + L - -^) . (20a)
and
c'\.sin e = (20b)
Equations (19?) and (19h ) can be solved for L in terms of f,
f, and Î." to give
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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L = f + P.̂ (̂ ; - f) . (21 )
Rqu3iions (19b) and (20b) can be solved for to give
1V|2 = _ f)^ + (22)
Substitution of Equation (22) into Equation (21) yields
L . (33)
Thus given a beam with source collimator length (c), an 
object distance (/), a lens with focal length (f ), the
image distance (L) can be found. The equation can be solved
for f to give
f, 2L/ +/2 + c2 t l/(/2 + c2)2 _ 4l^c^
^ = ----------- 2 T Ï T T 7 T -----------■
For f to be real, (/^ + c^)^ ?- 4L^c ^ 5» 0. Thus the maximum 
image distance is 1^^^ = . So if L = t $c^^*
there is one focal length that will produce a waist at L.
If -   < 1 < * there will be two focal lengths
that will produce the waist, but the waists will be of 
different magnification. A negative L means that the image 
is on the same side of the lens as the object and is called 
a virtual waist. A waist at a positive L is called a real 
wa is t.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER III 
DOUBLET
In thim section the methods previously developed are 
applied to the problem of waist-to-waist beam transport with 
two thin lenses. The matrix transform Is written and from 
that an equation for the image distance in terms of the 
object length, focal lengths, lens separation, and source 
collimator length is derived. The resulting equation is 
solved for the focal length of one lens in terms of the 
other and some conditions on image distances and focal 
lengths are obtained.
Itatrix Transformation 
The two-lens system is set up as shown in Figure 5*
j h
A
Figure 5 
Doublet
The transform from A to B is given by
R =
I
0
a
1
\-T2 1 :t1 ■fi 01
B
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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which reduces to
R = ( fl f'2 flf2 fl f2 f2 flf2
■1 - 1  +  1 _  1 - J  _ i
f2 flf2 fl f2 f2 flf2 /
(24)
Penner has shown that two thin lenses can be represented as 
a thick lens with focal length defined by
( 25)
Substitution of this relation into Equation (*24) leads to 
1 - i  - t / + L + t  - &Z,R = / . ’̂ 1  ̂ rr ?2 - r  I _ (Z6)
1 - T2 - #
Equation for Focal Length 
Tf Equation (26) is to represent waist-to-waist trans­
port it must bo equal to Equation (12). This leads to the 
following relations:
cos 6 = ^(1 _ _ L) (27 )
cos 0 = r>‘( 1 - Y 2 ” (28)
sin 6 = i + L  + t (29)
sin ̂  ‘ (30)
Equations (2?) and (28) give
L = F(1 - 1^) + m 2(/ - F + ||). (31)
Equations (28) and (30) and sin^ + cos ^ = 1  yiçld
a-2 = p2|^p2 + (F -  ̂ - ||)2j-l. (32)
Substituting Equation (32) into Equation (31)t
L=F^(/^+c^)(l-ÿ^ )-tF(l-^^)-F/+2t^ [ c^+(F-/-^)2j -1,(33)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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I'm m equarion tells where a given doublet forms a waist from 
an initial waist position and source collimator length. 
However, often one has a system where i, L# t, and c are 
fixed and' wants to know what focal lengths give a waist at 
a certain location. To solve Equation (33) for fi$
Enuation (33) is rearranged and E q u a t i o n  (25) is u s e d  to 
get a quadratic equation for f^ *
(c^L~c^f2-f^f2+tf|-t^f2+/f|~2tif2+Lf2+L/^+t^L-2/Lf2 
-21tfg+2/Lt)fi t (2c^Lf2-2c2Lt-c^f|+2c^tf2-/^f|+2/^tf2 
-2t/f^+2t^ f 2+2L/^f 2-21; f^t-2/Lf§+4/Ltf 2-2/Lt^)fl+c^Lf^
O O  o c o o p  P 9 O p  p P P p+ c"Lt"'-?-’c/Ltf2+c"tf|-c‘“t f2+/ tf 2-/"t f2t-Lf f|+Li t 
-ziJ^tfg = 0. (3^)
This equation can be solved by the quadratic formula. 
Therefore, for an arbitrary f2 there are zero, one, or two
real values of f^ depending on the value of the discriminant
(D) ,
Cor d it i o n s  on F o c a l  L e n g t h s  o f  L e n s e s  
A f t e r  s o m e  s i m p l i f i c a t i o n ,
D = (-ii-c^f2-2^c^t^f2+l6c^tf|+l6c^t^f2-4c^t^)L^
+ (-8c^tf2+24c^t^f2-24c^t^f2+8c^t^f2)L + (-4c^t^f^
+ 8 o ^ t  ̂ f2-i;c^t^f2) + r ^ ( c ^ + / ^ ) 2 ,  (35)
F o r  r e a l  s o ] u n i o n s  for f^ to e x i s t ,  D ^  0, T h i s  r e d u c e s  to
-^ic^( f2-+)^L^-8c2tf2( f2-t)^L-4c^t^f§(f2-t)^+f^(c2+/2)2
^0. (36)
U ,Now if f2 = then f2 0, so f2 = t will always give an
f  ̂ to g e t  3 w a i s t .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Tf f2 4 f solution for Equation (36) is
-2c( f2-t)'^ ^ ^ -2c(f2-t):^
From thn first hnlf of Equation (37):
2 t- ( — 2c t^~^ cLt ) JL 2( 2ct+2cL+c^+f^) f§ + - t^~i4c t fp + ZoLt^ >  0.
Solving Tor fn gives*
1. If L > , there are no restrictions on fp»
?. If ^ L ^ > . { X W
^2 >/ -
2. rr I, = r = i z £ r 2 £ l , ^2'c
4. Tf L < -of.-ZgrZct then ct(t+2L)+tyc^t^-2cL(ç2+^2)
2C 2c(t+L) t (c^+/2 )
c t ( t - r 2 L l  -  t t i Z t 2 _ 2 c L ( c ^ + ; 2 } '. 
2c(t+L) +  (c^+/^;
From the second half of Eq\;ation (37):
(2ct + 2cL - c^ - / ^)f2 + (-2ct^ - 4cLt)f2 + 2cLt^ ( 0.
The equation can be solved for f2 *
2
/2)' * ■'■'Itere are no acceptable values ofA. Tf L <
fp.
P. If L > + -^1^-. 2c,t and L ^ ) , then
t ( t-t2L)-t Vc^t-t2cL( c^+/^) , ^ / ct( t-H2L)11 ̂ c^t^-t2cL( c^+y^T
2c( t+L)-( 0'̂ +/'̂ ) S "2 2c(t+L) -( c^+
C. If I. = , then (ct-c2-/2)f^ ^ §( 2ct-c2-/2) .
D- Tf J.^2+7Zy ^ ^ Çr±£z2ct. then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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^ . ct(t + 2L) - t|/c^ + 2 c t f + / ̂ ) —
^2 ̂   Z^Tt'̂T ' L ) -' ( '
4> , ct(t + 2L) + t/c2t^ 4- 2ct(c^ +/^)'
^2 ^ ^  + L) - (c2 + yz; ^
So then f2 must satisfy both one of the relations 1,2,3,4
and one of the relations A,B,C,D. Notice that Condition A
limits the range of values of L for waist-to-waist transport.
However, it does not limit real waists since ^ X 0.
It is possible to find a doublet that will fo-rm a waist a
distance L from the second lens by choosing f2 to satisfy
the appropriate conditions for this L and then solving
Equation (34) for f^. The magnification is given by
Equation (32),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER IV
SYMP/îETRIC DOUBLET
The formulas in the previous section simplify for the 
case of the symmetric doublet, that is, two thin lenses for 
whi ch f 2 = “f •
Substitution of fp = - f i n t o  Equation ( 34) leads to 
(t+ï+Df^f + (t^+2Lt)f^ + (t^L-27Lt-c^t-^^t-2t^ )f^
+ (-2;Lt^+c^t^+/^t^)f^ + c^Lt^ + L/^t^ = 0. (38)
Descartes rule of signs says that there are, at most, two 
Dositive roots.
Equation (3fi) can be solved by computer methods. One 
method, is to use trial values of f^ and look for the function 
to change sign. A sign change means that there is a root 
between the two trial values of fĵ . The region in which to 
look for solutions is determined by the conditions on fp 
given at the end of Chapter 3 and the values of f^ for 
which the first term dominates the rest of the equation.
For numerical values let i and L range from one to 
three meters, t range from 0,5 to 2 meters, and c range 
from 0.1 to 1.0 m/rad.
Figure 6 shows results for c = 1.0 as / , L, and t vary, 
with S= L. No positive roots were found. Formation of a 
waist distant L from the second lens in both the x-z and
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y-z planes implies that both positive and negative solutions
to %r| uat ion (38) must exist, since f = -f for a thin lens,c D
So with the range of values in Figure 6 it is, impossible to 
form a waist at the same location in both the x-z and y-z 
planes.
Figure 7 shows solutions for for c = 0,1 as Jl, L, 
and t vary, with / = L. This time positive and negative 
roots were found. This figure also indicates-that there is 
a minimum value of ! and L for which positive solutions 
exist and that this value increases with increasing t.
Figure 8 shows positive values of f ^ , for / =  L = 3,0, 
t = 1,0 as c varies from 0.1 to 0.4, As c increases, the 
values of f^ converge and vanish.
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CHAPTER V
/
SYMMETRIC TRIPLET
This section treats the case of the symmetric triplet. 
A symmetric triplet is three thin lenses in which the 
focal length of the first (f) is the same as the focal 
length of the third (f). The focal length of the second is 
-if» and the separation (t) of the first and second is the 
same as the separation of the second and third lenses. The 
matrix transformation is written down and an equation for 
the focal lengths is derived. Finally some numerical 
results are given. Figure 9 shows a symmetric triplet.
... f L - 1 - 1
H  ■
i _ .  j
f
r  ______ t1 1 1 ^ t ______
4 . \) [1 1)
Figure 9 
Symmetric Triplet
The matrix transformation from A to B is
« ■ c :)c :i(: :)c :k: :) •
which can be simplified to
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Focal Lenp:th Equation 
Waist-to-waist transport yields the transformation
cos 9 cM sin 6
Eqratinr the elements of the two matrices gives four 
equations. Solving the equations from the upper left and 
lower rirht elements for cos B gives
cos a = ^(1 = M ( 1 ^  ( 3 9 )
The lower left and upper right elements give
t-2. 1 0 + 2 04-2/ q+.2t
1 n 6  = cr. (40)
Solving Equation (39) for î/' and substituting into Equation 
(40) yields, after some simrlificationx
(/+2t+L)f^ + 2t^f5 + (-et-/-4t^L-4tfL-2t^^-4t^-2c^t)f^
+ (If-t^f L + 2 t ^ f ^ - 4 t \ 2 c ^ t ^ ) f  ̂  +  ( 4 t ^ / ^ L  4-81^/ L + 4 t ^ / ^ + 8 t ^
•rEt̂ L̂+4ĉ t Vt-c^t^L) f̂  4- ( -8t^f^L-8t^/L-4t^jf ̂ -8c^t^L
- 4 c ^ t ^ ) f  4- Et^jf^L 4- 4c"t'^L =  0. (4 1 )
Numerical Results 
Figures 10, ’11, 12 show plots of some numerical 
solutions of En nation ( 1 . The plots were drawn from
the data points shown. Figure 10 shows values of f for 
/= L, / and L range from 1.0 to 3.0, t = 0.5, and c = 1,0,
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Four solutions were found except at / =  1.0 where one more 
solution was found. Figures 11 and 12 show values of f for 
/= L. / and L range from 1.0 to 3.0 and t = ,1.0. In 
Figure 11 c = 1.0 and in Figure 12 c = 0 . 1 .  The plots are 
very similar except that two more roots were found for 
/ =  2.0 in Figure 12. In fact, the upper and lower lines 
are identical in the two graphs. From this, one can 
conclude that two of the solutions of Equation- (^1) do not 
depend on c.
By examining the two upper lines in all three plots, 
it may be seen that where L = J = 2t, f = t is a solution.
By substitution of f = t into Equation (4l) it is seen that 
f = t is a solution if / + L = ^t * / need not equal L. The 
magnification f'or the waist formed by f = t is ±1 , so by 
choosing /+  L = ^t and f = t the transformation is a unit 
transformation and the initial waist is reproduced. Also 
at L = 7 = 2t , f = 2t is also a solution but the trans­
formation is not a unit transformation. Substitution of 
f = 2t into Equation (4l) shows that f = 2t is a solution 
for L = / = 2t.
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Figure 10 
Focal Lengths for Symmetric Triplet 
fori=L* t=0.5f c=1.0
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Focal Lengths for Symmetric Triplet 
for /=!., t=1.0, 0=1.0
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cel Lcnj-, ths for Symmetric Triplet 
for /=Lf t=1.0, c=0.1
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CHAPTER VI
/
SUMMARY
When this study was begun, the hope was that simple 
useful algebraic expressions for waist-to-waist transport 
would be derived. Unfortunately, the algebra became cumber­
some and this hope was not realized.
The methods developed for the singlet thin lens were 
extended to the doublet and triplet. For the doublet 
equations were derived that enable one to choose lenses 
that will produce a waist at a desired location. It was 
found that f2 . the focal length of the second lens, must 
obey certain inequalities for values of fĵ  to exist. A 
lower limit on image distances was found, as was an
expression for the magnification. It was also found that
for a given f2 there are, at most, two values of fĵ  that
will produce a v/aist. The work was done in only one plane,
x-z, but the equation in the other plane, y-z, is identical 
in form. Since f^ = -fy for each quadrupole lens, equations
for f1^ and f._ can be set equal to each other with theIX i y .
appropriate minus sign, and the solutions for f2^̂ and fgy 
for waists in two planes can be obtained.
T^or the S'/mmetric doublet it was found that there are 
at most four values of f t h a t  give waists at a desired 
location. Also for the object distance set equal to the
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irr*a,p̂e distance, the source collimator length and image 
distance determine whether or not positive solutions exist.
For the symmetric triplet the equation for the focal 
lengfJ'S giving waist-to-waist transport is of the sixth 
degree; and all six roots may be real. It was found that if 
the sum oT the object distance and the image distance is 
four times the lens separation, the focal length set equal 
to the lens separation gives a waist with magnification i l . 
Also, if +he above conditions are satisfied and the object 
distance is equal to the image distance, then another solution 
in one where the focal length equals twice the lens sepa- 
ra+ ion.
The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of 
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